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Abstract: Big data is a large volume of data pool and 

processing and analyzing  these data is tedious jobs. The aim of 
fulfilling huge information storage needs is that the structural 
transformation of repository system using traditional approaches 
to NoSQL technology. However, the existing technologies for 
storage are inefficient since, they do not generated data that are 
scalable, consistent and solutions for rapidly evolving diversified 
data. The primary method for storing huge amounts of data is 
used for analytics in real time applications like healthcare, 
scientific experiments, e-business and networks. In this paper, it is 
in sighted the characteristics, application, tools of big data, 
Technologies, Big data analytics, challenges and issues in Big 
data.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Big data is a huge volume of data of different types of data 

from different sources for high speed processing for 
producing good quality and accuracy of data. It is 
characterized based on 4V’s model refers to the Variety, 

Volume, Velocity and Veracity. Volume is referred with the 
amount of big data, variety with the size and velocity with the 
speed, Veracity refers the quality of the data. Nowadays, data 
are increasing rapidly from different sources like apps from 
mobile devices, satellite pictures, Health care, education etc. 
The collection of data from all these fields becomes a large 
volume of data, but processing these data is tedious job and 
obtaining accurate inform for processing data is a meticulous 
job. 
 An unstructured and semi-structured data types will not 
support the traditional data storage which has been designed 
based on the relational databases to data set which is in 
structured form. When data warehouse is not able to handle 
the demands assigned by sets of big data which comes 
continuously and updated frequently. In real time application 
the activities of online users and trading stock exchange or 
apps of mobile users. 
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 Here, big data analytics concept introduces, analytics is used 
for complex problems for processing and examining large and 
various data sets and to explore  uncover data  such as patterns 
hidden in mining, correlation of unknown, trends in market 
and preferences of customer etc., this information helps the 
organization to establish their decision for business.  When 
high computing power systems are used to designed for 
specialized system of analytics. Big data analytics offers 
many benefits for business are new revenue opportunities, 
more effective marketing, better customer service, improved 
operational efficiency, Competitive advantages over rivals by 
increasing accuracy it is easy to make decision confidently 
and that will result in efficiency and reduces the cost and risk. 
The analytics methods are used to generate actionable 
business intelligence rules. 

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF BIG DATA 

Data means which is always used and stored forever, consider 
any application that stored the data in a decade’s means which 

can be stored forever and when the data required it can be 
retrieved from the application. There are so many problems in 
data due to the increasing size of data exponentially and data 
organization. Big data can be characterized by the following 
terms:  
Volume- The amount of data generated and stored. The value 
and potential understanding of the data decides whether it can 
be treated as big data or not.  
Variety- The nature and category of the data. It assists people 
who evaluate it completely resulting in insight of data. The 
important sources include images, text, audio, video and also 
the missing data can be found by binding of data. 
Velocity- It refers to the speed of generating and processing 
of data in order to attain the path of development and also the 
growth of data. For real time applications they are used. 
Veracity- It refers to the quality of the data. It denotes the 
accuracy and also truthfulness of the data. 
Data should be handled with modern tools (algorithms an 
analytics) to bring out the weighted information. The factory 
people must check the visible and invisible matters with 
different elements to operate it. Algorithms that generate the 
information should recognize and mark the invisible elements 
like degradation of machine, component wear in the factory 
floor. 
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Fig.1 Characteristics of Big Data. 

III. APPLICYATIONS OF BIG DATA 

Automobile insurance 

Automobile industry is growing rapidly in this era and to 
cover insurance to where each vehicle we require a lot of data 
like Registration number, engine number, chassis number and 
details of vehicle owner. The data is so huge so that big data is 
used to characterize the data and store it. It also helps in 
keeping a record of which vehicle is owned by whom. 
Comparing different models with each other company can 
provide different kind of insurance to customer. Big data is 
used for known the user requirements 

 Telecommunications 
In telecom industry the network provider always want to 
provide a new tariff plans or product to its consumer. So, it 
becomes a difficult task to provide new traffic plan along with 
existing plan without overlapping in the network. In such case 
big data can be used to overcome this issue. Implementing the 
latest network and increasing the bandwidth capacity. 
Fraud Recognition and Control 
It is a big challenge to detect the frauds in various sectors, 
more chances of fraud happen in banking sectors and financial 
sector. Big data can be used to learn the pattern of fraud 
transaction and control the fraud. which stops the data leak in 
the form of credit and debit card. 
 Manufacturing, distribution, and retail: 
An online shopping is a trend now a day, where the 
information of each site is stored in big data. The help of big 
data we can organize the huge volume of data in structured 
way so that it is easy to access the data by these sites. Retail 
shops or market also uses huge amount which can be handled 
with the help of big data in systematic way.  
Utilities  
Big data is a supreme component to solve main business 
issues of utility companies. Utilities should leverage big data 
analytics for assisting, convert information to actionable 
insights authorizing high operational choices.  
 

 

Fig.2 Applications of Big Data 

Transportation and logistics  
In transport we require large amount of data from source to 
destination, to organize and classify the data in proper way we 
can use big data which will categorize and classify the data, 
thus will help in analysing the data and store the data. In 
logistics also we use huge amount of data like address. 
.Gaming  
In Today’s world, Gaming is good entertainment and 

relaxation to mind. Which produces huge volume of data and 
velocity, the big data is designed to handle this velocity and 
helps to store the data.  
Law Enforcement 
Law can be maintained by using the help of big data. The law 
enforcement institute can have a list of criminal activity and 
criminal record so that whenever and criminal activity 
happens they can investigate their data base and check with 
the past records. it can also be used in watching over past 
criminal record and their present activity. We can use the big 
data in recognition of images of people violating their 
privacy. 
Education 
Big data in   the field of education helps in improving the 
results rate and dropout rates and course offered and 
evaluation system. The organization using bigdata helps in  
Prediction and analyzing the students results and outcomes by 
using all the data given by analytics 
Health services 
Health service stores the information about each patient of 
their records and the videos of surgery and changes the 
complete health sector history. Big data plays a important role 
in the field of health services. 

IV. TECHNOLOGIES FOR BIG DATA 

There are so many emerging technologies which are used to 
accumulate access and interpret for large volumes of data in 
real time. Here we discuss a Hadoop open source technology 
the remaining technologies are summarized in Table I. 
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A.  HDFS (Hadoop File System)  
HDFS is developed using distributed file system and runs on 
an object hardware which gives high accuracy and it is 
cost-effective. It holds a very large amount of data which is 
stored in multiple machines by which it is easy to have a 
backup in any kind of system failure. The built-in servers of 
name node and data node help to easily check the status of 
collection, streaming access and provide file permission and 
authentication. 

 

Fig.3 HDFS Architecture 

Metadata: - A set of data that describes and gives 
information about other data. 
Name node:- In Apache Hadoop HDFS Architecture name 
node works as a master  node , which manages and controls  
all the existing blocks in the data node, name node is a 
available server which controls the clients to file accessing in 
HDFS 
 Data node:-  Data node is a slave node in HDFS, the data 
node is not a high quality and more expensive and it is not a 
block server which stores the data in local system. 
 Block: - HDFS divides files into different blocks called data 
blocks which hold small data in the file system. 

B. Map Reduce 

The Map Reduce consists of two functions, map () and reduce 
(). Mapper performs the tasks of filtering and  

sorting and reducer performs the tasks of summarizing the 
result. Figure 4 shows for the distributed processing on a  
Computer cluster Map Reduce software framework used foe 
large datasets. As shown in Figure 4. Map Reduce consists of 
two part map and reduce phase, so it is called Map Reduce. 
 Input and output are in the form of key in each part of Map 
Reduce. Before sending to mass-produce the input value will 
be divided into key pair value. Every time Map Reduce 
produces latest key pair value. The reduce method is 
processed for every different key value. For each distinct key 
the reduce part produces one key value pair. A key value pair 
is the final output. Map Reduce will process in an input file 
manner. 

 

 

Fig.4 Map Reduce data flow with a single reduce task 

To match the aggregations there are different reducers.  Users 
will implement their own process logic by particularizing a 
conventional map () and reduce () function. The map will take 
the input as key value pairs and performs the mapping 
function to generate intermediate key value pairs. The Map is 
used for reducing intermediate key value pairs and this output 
is given to the reducer to generate the final output. Reducer is 
widely used for analysis of big information. 

Table-I: Technologies for Big Data 
 

SL Data analysis Description 
1 Hadoop [34] Hadoop is an open source framework which controls storing of Big Data in HDFS and  processes of 

big data using Map Reduce with a parallel Distributed algorithm running on clustered systems.  

2 Hive[35] Apache Hive is a framework for querying of Big Data in Hadoop Platform. 

3 Pig [36] Apache pig is a good platform to run programs on Hadoop platform.. 

4 Wibidata [37] It is a software system company that developed huge information applications for enterprises to change 
their consumer experiences. 
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5 Platfora [38] Platfora works with Hadoop to assist in data analysis and image sharing. 

6 Rapid Miner [39] Rapid Miner is a  software platform which provides an integrated environment for data preparation for 
deep learning, machine learning, text mining, and predictive analytics.  

7 Scoop [40] Scoop is used to transfer the bulk of data effectively between Hadoop and databases. 
8 Zookeeper [41] Zookeeper is used to provide a distributed configuration service for large distributed systems 

9 Mahout [42] Mahout is a distributed linear algebra framework to data scientist for implementing their own 
algorithm.  

10 Hbase [43] Hbase is a column-oriented data management system that runs on Hadoop Distributed organization. 
Which stores spares data sets  commonly used in many use cases. 

11 Sky tree [44] Sky tree is a software platform for developing and testing advanced analytics solutions for big data.  

12 NoSQL [45] NoSQL Database is used to store unstructured data and   MongoDB, Redis are based on NoSQL. 

13 Spark [46] Spark is an engine for processing big data within Hadoop and s upto one hundred times faster than the 
standard Hadoop engine. 

14 R [47] R is a programming language as well as a software environment used for working with statistics for  big 
data analytics. 

15 Data Lakes [48] Data Lakes are generally used to access huge data which stores the data as a result they are known as 
data lakes. It is bit different from the  data warehouse. 

16 Scala [49] scala is a general-purpose programming language which  provides built in API and libraries for Big 
data analytics tools which used to store and access huge amount of data. .  

V. BIG DATA ANALYSIS: 

The Big Data Analysis having the following components as 
shown in Figure 5.  Many of usably focus simply on the 
analysis section. 

 
Fig.5 Structure of Big Data Analysis 

Input Source: 
Social Network   is the platform to share the ideas and 
interest with friends and to make new friends for sharing their 
ideas. This holds n number of people information in HDFS 
Server. 
Database:  Database is a collection of all different variety of 
data from different sources for  target process. 
 
Weblog is a place where we can obtain the information on 
particular topic. A weblog gives a link to the other website fir 
relevant information. 
Spread Sheets is a structured file consists of rows and 
columns which help to sort the data and easily calculate all 
numerical values using much mathematical formula. 
ETL-Extraction, Transform, Load 
Extraction is the process of collecting structured and 
unstructured data from different sources. 
Transformation is the process of converting the extracted  

 
data into required data, so that it can be placed in another 
database. Transformation is occurred by using rules or lookup 
tables. 
Loading is the process of loading the data into the target 
database. 
Huge Collection of Required Data for Analytics 
Collecting multiple data from different sources that should be 
converted into required form for big data analytic. Collection 
of data is placed in HDFS for managing big data. 
Managing Big Data in HDFS 

Collection of different types of data from different sources 
like spread sheets, Social Networks, Database and Weblogs, 
that information should be converted into structured form 
using ETL tools and it is stored in HDFS for further 
operations. 

Map Reduce based Analytics and Evaluation 
Map Reduce performs two functions Map and Reduce, map 
function splits the data into different chunks. The reducer 
combines the splited data and put it in the order and it is 
analyzed the output of map reduced.  
Business Intelligence Rules 
The generated Business Intelligence Rules by evaluating the 
map reduce operation and rules are stored in HDFS. 

VI. CHALLENGES IN BIG DATA ANALYSIS: 

A. Storage: 
The storing and analysis of huge data is a challenging for bi g 
data, because the huge volume of data is produced from all the 
sources. To perform cleaning or preprocessing of data for 
smaller size is easy but for large volume of data is a tedious 
task, so it requires a good techniques and good management 
software tools to handle   large data. 
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B. Data representation: 

The data produced over internet will be in unstructured form, 
so to convert unstructured data into structured data is a skill 
full job and all the user will not understand the representation 
of computer language, so it has to be represented in an 
visualization form so that all user will understand and should 
help the users in the easier manner. 
C. Heterogeneity and Incompleteness 
We must provide homogeneous data rather than providing 
heterogeneous data, algorithm s expects homogeneous data 
and data must be structured  in proper manner which help 
algorithm to analyze the data. It does not matter how much we 
clean the data and provide error correction some 
incompleteness and some error will also exists. This error 
must be cleaned by data analysis 
D. Scale 
As the name suggests “big data” main challenge is to handle 

the large volume of data in big data and management of huge 
data. We must provide correct tools to handle the large 
volumes of data, and data scaling must be done in efficient 
way which improves the performance and fastness or speed. 
E. Timeliness 

 The main challenge in big data is the time, how much time 
is required for examining the huge data. The time required to 
analyze the data depends on the size of the datasets. We must 
provide the size of dataset in such a way that time required to 
analyze the dataset should be less. We must try to provide the 
result in small time rather than taking more time. Datasets 
must be structured in such a way that it takes consume less 
time to examine the data. 
F. Privacy 

The main challenge in big data is privacy of data. It is a 
topic of great concern we must provide the security to data so 
that it must be accessed by authorized user. There is various 
factors related to data security, We must provide data sharing 
to authorized user rather than to all. The more privacy enables 
the more security to the data. 
G. Reducing highly associated columns 

To reduce or eliminate the highly interrelated columns, 
which may create confusion during interpretation of big data. 
so We must   eliminate the such columns from datasets which 
are not related  to each other, which reduces the redundancy 
and analyzes is become simple. Reducing the associated 
columns will decrease the size of datasets and complexity will 
also decrease the time taken in analyzing. 
D. Human Collaboration  

Human collaboration, many experts are required to analyze 
the data, these men will be in different areas and they will 
provide different inputs to the program. We must design a 
program in such a way that it should be able to take inputs 
from different experts and program must be able to support 
their collaboration. 
E. Dimensionality Reduction via Tree Ensembles: 
To reduce the dimensionalities which reduce the complexity 
in interpret of data by generating the tree structure of data 
rather than creating columns which will help in analyzing the 
data in simple manner. Large amount of data sometime 
produce worst performance by reducing the dimensionality. 
And it reduces the size of data and will increase the 
performance. 

VII.  ISSUES OF BIG DATA         

A. Transport Issues: 

Nowadays all the transportation face a lot of trouble to 
design a reliable, efficient, sustainable and safe transportation 
system. Increases in population which lead more complex, the 
transformation behavior and users preferences are major 
drawback of big data. 

B. Management  Issues:    

Generally the most common issues are faced is managing 
the big data and the tools which are required to process such 
huge data with accuracy and efficiency is not good. The 
complexities which are related with the data associated, less 
number of peoples which have the knowledge of big data, 
failure of adding big data into analytics so as to have a better 
execution environment and digital marketing strategies. 

C. Processing Issues:  

 Due to rapid growth of emerging application there are 
more generation of data which needs to be processed 
efficiently and quickly. Processing these data is also quite 
critical. The main processing problem is the cloud data 
management and big data is processing mechanism in big data 
models. 

D. Scalability Issues:  

When it comes to big data storing, managing and processing is  
not an easy job. Scalability is essential because it contributes 
to competitiveness, efficiency, reputation and quality.  

E. Query Optimization Issues: 

It is a part of the query process in which each database system 
have different systems and we have to decide the least 
expected answers to provide solution, but the problem is 
fetching all the queries and finding the best which will be time 
consuming.  

F. Transformation Issues: 

  While the data which are present in the real world consist of 
various columns which are not useful and the data which are 
not use full must be removed.  So that it can be processed 
easily. The main issue with this is the time taken to get the best 
columns of data for a better performance. 

G. Data Privacy Issues: 

As the data gets bigger the chances of getting affected by 
some kind of virus or hacking gets more and more serious. 
Protecting the data requires a lot of money and hence 
increases the scenario. 

H. Data Provenance Issues: 

Truthful records when analyzing the statistics using huge data 
Tools. Integrity and authenticity are the two parameters that 
we have to think about when we prefer to analyze the data.  
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VIII. VARIOUS STUDY ON BIG DATA ANALYTICS 

TABLE II Strength and drawbacks of Big Data Analytics 

Authors/Year of 
publication 

Domain tested 
Technique/Algorith

m employed 
Advantages Disadvantages/Remarks 

A.Alexandrov et al., [1] Big data Analytics is 
one of the stratosphere 
platform 

Task scheduling 
algorithm using 
Thermal-aware 
techniques 

The total energy 
consumption is to be 
effectively reduced and 
it improves the energy 
efficiency of thee data 
center  

Lightning is one of the 
additional energy 
consumption so this 
model perform task 
migration, energy 
consumption 

Rami Sellami et al.,[2] Evaluation over 
relational and no sql 
data store and cloud 
environment are the 
complex queries 
optimization 

the optimal 
execution plan 
algorithm 

Heterogeneity is 
covered the unified data 
model and between 
relational and nosql data 
stores 

When evaluated a native 
access cost is to be 
comparably overhead 

Wu.DongyaoWu     
et al.,[3] 

HDM: Big data 
processing is a 
accomposable 
framework 

Data-flow 
optimization is 
employed in word 
count and physical 
plan and logical plan 
algorithm are 
implemented 

By reinforce the 
composition registering 
and loading user defined 
function Apache pig[8] 
gives few  reusability 

Experiment of this section 
are not supposed to show 
essentially better 
framework 

Jun Wanget et al.,[4] To storage, 
distribution of sub 
data sets are 
unvellingly to speed 
up the bigdata 
analytics 

For implementing 
the balanced 
computing over a 
sub datasets is one of 
the distributed aware 
algorithm 

Using elastic map, to 
achieve balanced and 
efficient computing its 
to use dot net enables 
sub-dataset 

Overall performance is to 
be degraded because of 
longer execution 

Y.Zhu et al.,[5]  In distributed file 
system provides a 
scalable metadata 
lookup services   in 
datacenter 

Based on metadata 
ids utilizing a SDN 
technique to form 
network packets 
using metaflow 
implementation 

Ties used in real world 
application meta data 
flow is used to increase 
the system throughput . 

For system performance 
and scalability  it’s very 

hard to limit the size 

Zhenhua Chen et al.,[6] GPU-accelerated high 
throughput process 
online-stream-data 

To implement 
storm,GPU 
programming and 
JCUDA 

Programming model its 
easy to preserve the 
G-storm nicely integrate 
GPU’s 

Its take a time for each 
execution at least 10 min 

Zhikui Chen et al.,[7] Experimental feature 
selection for efficient 
economic in  big data 
analysis 

It is used as selection 
feature method and 
also implement 
parallelization of 
distance matrix 
calculation 
algorithms 

To construct  economic 
model its to give the 
opportunity for high 
dimension and volume.  

Having only few 
economic factors for 
model construction to 
provide traditional 
econometric methods. 

Hagras T.Janecek J  
et al.,[8] 

Dependent task 
scheduling algorithm 
in distributed system 

DAG-based 
scheduling 
algorithms 

Proposed system that 
suggest a information to 
a user depends upon the 
explanation 

User only to provide 
recommendation and it is 
only apart of the 
algorithm 

S.Hoch Reiter J et.al.,[9] Dynamic scheduling 
of manufacturing 
process is the time 
series forecasting 

Decision making 
algorithms 

Sequencing and 
scheduling is the 
operation of recursive 
neural network(RNN) 

Recursive neural 
networks can optimize 
resource utilization and 
energy consumption 
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Huazhongliu et al.,[10] 
 
 

DVFS and 
thermal-aware is 
enabled big data 
scheduling 

Thermal aware and 
DVFS enabled 
technique is the 
algorithm based task 
scheduling  

It is constructively 
reducing the total 
energy consumption and 
energy efficiency of the 
data center also 
implemented 

It requires additional 
consumption such as 
lightning and also model 
takes the task migration, 
energy consumption 

Xuhong Zhang et 
al.,[11] 

To storage, 
distribution of 
sub-dataset is 
unvellingly to speed 
up   bigdata analytics 

Sub-datasets are 
implemented by 
using distribution 
aware algorithm for 
balanced computing 

To achieve balanced 
efficient computing it 
using dot net enables 
sub-datsets analysis 
using elastic map 

To degrading overall 
performance it needed 
longer execution time 

IX. PERFORMANCE EVAUTION 

The Following Datasets have been used to do Some Performance Evaluation in Big Data such as Naïve Bayes Algorithm, 
Linear Regression, Generalized additive model, Logistic Regression   and Multiclass Logistic Regression 

Sl Datasets 
Description 

1 
GDP 

Current US Dollars represents the regional, country and world GDP. Regional includes 
collection of nations. Ex. Canada & Europe. The data is received from World Bank 
https://datahub.io/core/gdp 

2 
World cities 

 Collection of main metropolitan cities in the world crosses above 15, 000 in habitants, and 
each metropolis is connected with its own country and with the sub country to limit different 
verities the name of the state indicates sub country.   https://github.com/datasets/world-cities 

3 
Country codes 

 Detailed country code list which includes codes like ISO3166 and dialing code like ITU and 
Currency code like 4217. .https://github.com/datasets/country-codes 

4 
Cash Surplus 

deficit 

 Data Repository is a large database infrastructure gives cash Surplus or Deficit in GDP from 
1990 to 2013. Original data received from World Bank. 
 https://datahub.io/core/cash-surplus-deficit 

5 

Geospatial 

This is a listing of GIS records sources (including some geoportals) that furnish 
information sets that can be used in geographic data structures (GIS) and sptial databases 
for functions of geospatial evaluation and cartographic mapping. 
.https://catalog.data.gov/dataset?metadata_type=geospatial 

6 
Wikipedia Edits 

User name, article name and date further changes edited by log of 1000 wikipedia. 
https://snap.stanford.edu/data/wiki-meta.html 

7 
Google public 
data directory 

The Google public facts Explorer makes giant datasets effortless to explore visualize and 
communicate. As the maps and  charts  changes over time, 
https://www.google.com/publicdata/directory 

8 
Google datasets 

 Big query tool is a data set provided by Google which includes names of  baby  and also Git 
hub public data infrastructure ,New Hackers provides various stories  and comments  etc. 
https://ai.google/tools/datasets/ 

9 
Quandl 

Financial, economic  substitute data can be obtained from several souces through their 
website/API or with tools which are directly integrated it has been divided into a premium. 
 https://www.quandl.com/ 

10 
Chars74k 

Chars are further led of enormous amount of data available , in terms of written digits this data 
infrastructure includes recognition  of characters in normal state of 74,000 images. 
http://www.ee.surrey.ac.uk/CVSSP/demos/chars74k/ 

11 
Dexter 

Dexter is a textual content classification hassle in a big of phrase representation. 
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/dexter 

12 
Nomao 

Nomao collects information about places (name,phone,localization)from many sources. 
deduplication consists of identifying what data refer to the same region 
.https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Nomao 
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https://github.com/datasets/world-cities
https://github.com/datasets/country-codes
https://datahub.io/core/cash-surplus-deficit
https://catalog.data.gov/dataset?metadata_type=geospatial
https://snap.stanford.edu/data/wiki-meta.html
https://www.google.com/publicdata/directory
https://ai.google/tools/datasets/
https://www.quandl.com/
http://www.ee.surrey.ac.uk/CVSSP/demos/chars74k/
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/dexter
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Nomao
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13 

Euribor 

 Percentage of interest  which is in fundamental between banks in the European Union 
interbank market and also used as a source of  information for applying rate of interest on other 
loans. 
https://github.com/datasets/euribor 

14 
OpenAQ 

Real time quality of air data infrastructure obtained from all around the world, can be received 
by open –source project. https://openaq.org/#/?_k=0kws2i 

15 

ImageNet 

Image of big data infrastructure that is came to standardized accordingly to hierarchy of 
WorldNet. Approximately 100,000 phrases and ImageNet are included in World Net. It has 
been provided with 1000 images all around an average to explain each phase 
http://www.image-net.org/ 

X. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, it is in sighted the characteristics, application, 
tools of big data, Technologies, Bigdata analytics, challenges 
and issues in Bigdata. The huge facts and it’s a variety of ideas 

consists of huge records analytics, large data analytics 
techniques, statistics visualization and big records analysis 
algorithm are studied. The survey also offers an outline of the 
viable prospects of huge facts search environment In, recent 
years records area unit generated The parameter estimation is 
considered because the loss characteristic minimization over 
the coaching info set on supervised learning. The drawback of 
the linear regression mannequin for records analysis is that the 
outcome is no longer linear for all the income, the data isn’t 

adequate decides the coefficient of the model. 
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